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CIMARRON

CIMARRON. COLFAX COUNTY. NEW MEXICO. THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

HOLDS

THE

KEYS

Dr. Lukens

Entertainment At

TO

More.

Condensed Form;
As the school work is now in full
progress, school news will appear
in the News from time to time, as
things of importance take place in
the school. But the method of
publishing the news items will be
greatly changed insofar as this paper is concerned, and although it
may appear that we are too exacting in ouf demand it will be of
more to the students and especially
those who are to have charge ol
the reportorial work.
To eliminate essays and stories
written by children who have not
passed the eighth grade is by no
means an easy task for this paper,
but it is necessary to make the literary work a greater success in the
future. Organization and team
work are necessary lor a live news
column and this is the end in view.
The high school students must
fleet a corps ol editors and assistants to bring out the best that is in
them, for the school year, and this
can only be accomplished bv team
1
work and perfect organization.'
-- Editor
A

little entertainment was given

H. Chandler
Will Build

New Home
Excavation was started this week
ou the basement for the new home
of H- - H. Chandler, one mile south
of town on the Ute Pork road.
1 he house when completed will
have seven rooms and is to be constructed entirely

of

stone taken

from the local quaryIt will be
modern throughout and conveniently arrauged for comfort.
The
stone work on the house will tie
started as soon as the excavation
of the basement is completed, and
is to be done hy a local contractor.
This house will be in close proximity to this city and conveniently
located on the Chandler ranch.

in the high school room Friday afternoon, Nov, 6. Some of the num-

bers on the program were taken
from thi- regular work ol the differ
ent cUsses and were ve ry interesting. A debate given by the boys
was the main part of the program,
having taken almost a week to prepare it. The entire program was

Legislature
To Have Big

Jobs To Do

as follows:
Song, New Mexico
High School
Recitation, Mean Littie Torment,

Kate Kiggan
Heading, Sandalphon,
Virginia Alcort
Sung, Juanita,
Maude Scott and Pearl Riggan
Reading, Ghost's Christmas Visit,
Original Kvangelina Barela
Recitation, Uncle Elienezer's school
Venice Lewis

Debate
Resolved,, that strikes help the
cause of labor.
Orin Chandler and Robert
were for affirmative and Alfred Masten and Elmo Tipton were
on the negativa.
The judges were Maude Scott,
Venice Lewis and Pearl Riggan.
Roth sides of the question were debated well and some fine puints
were brought out.
Alter some controversy the judgCart-wrig-

ht

es decided in favor oi the affirmative. The program lasted about
forty minutes aud was verv much
enjoyed by the other pupils.

Pearl Riggan.

,

V

That the next session of the
state legislature is tc be one of no
little importance to the taxpayers
is now certain. Already three bil's
for a complete taxation and assessment code are being prepared. One
of them embodies most of the
of the old territorial law and
provides- that the
2oo exemption
must be deducted from the final
net tax returns and not as at pres
ent from the gross returns.
Another bill provides for a tax
commission with powers much more
comprehensive than those possessed by the state beard of equalize
tion.
It provides for state ap
praisers who are to check up the
assessors in each county.
A third bill will seek to include
the main featutes of the California
and Pennsylvania taxation systems
which would mean home rule to the
counties and municipalities in is
sessment and taxation matters and
fea-lute- s

That the Children's Home Society of Albuquerque has more calls
(or little children than it can possibly fill, is the statement of Dr.
Chas. E. Lukens, the superintendent, a most pleasant visitor in
this city the latter part of the week
in the interest of the home.
Dr. Lukens and a staff of assistants aré kept busy at all times
placing children in homes where
they will be brought up along the
right lines, and ascertaining where
families are desirous of rearing a
child that was lett homeless in this
world.

The Children's Home soiety has
its field of usefullness in New
Mexico and Arizona, and although
it is practically a new institution,
it is tilling a long felt necessity,
both to the children who are deprived of a home and the families
where children have not blessed the
threshold. And in passing, it is also
well to bear in mind that the society
is not a financial institution but on
the contrary, it must depend upon
the kind bear ltd people of these two
states wherein it carries on its work
of usefullness. '
Dr. Lukens is taking an active
interest in the home, as only a man
can do who loves children. His
efforts are to give every child in
New Mexico and Arizona a bom
and to give every home a child. It
is a christian duty and the people
of these two states are responding
liberally to support the instituion
whenever necessary. "Whatsoever
you do unto one of the least of these
you do unto me," is a passage of
the scripture that appeals to this

NO. 45

hearing that may mean

mil-

lions to New Mexico comes up at
Washington, D. C, on December
3, according to a message received
from Assistant Secretary of the
A. A. Jones to Land Commissioner R. P. Ervien at Santa
Ft It is a tes case involving a
section in Santa Fe county, thought
to be underlaid with coal lands and
virtually involved
the question
whether the land office has the
oi

right to determine whether certain
state lands are underlaid with mineral afterthey have been selected or
whether it is a matter for the court.
The state maintains that under
tha compact of the state constitution and the enabling act the courts
alone have íurisdiction, but the
land office at Santa Fe and the general land office at Washington have
overruled that contention. The
appeal will now be heard before
the Secretary of the interior. The
state of Utah has a similar controversy pendil. g, and if the decision
of the secretary is adverse, the
case may be taken into the supreme
court for the District of Columbia.
Attorney M. j. McGuioness of the
state land office has been fighting
the case bitterly and believes that
the state is destined to win. He
mrfyo to Washington to asaist in
presenting the matter,

Triple Tragedy

Las Vegas Feels Hurt When Tour
ists Are Directed To Take The
Canon Route and Loop.

Supt. Riley

Breaks Leg
At The Mill
Supt. Riley of Roberts mill 40
miles north of Cimarron is suffering from a broken leg which he
sustained Monday at the mill when
a large log accidentally rolled onto bim while he was at work. He
was hauled in a wagon 6 miles to
the C. & N. Railroad and brought
to this city on the train from where
he was rushed to the Miners hospital in Raton with an auto.
The injured man had bis broken
limb set at the hospital, and although be is recovering rapidly
from his injuries he will not be in
position to return to his duties at
the mill for several weeks.

Crop Increase

In Meadow City;

In State Is

Mother May Die

case and those who give a homeLas Vegas, November 9. Late
less child a good home are casting this afternoon the coroner's jury
bread upon the waters.
viewed the bodies of the victims of
the Clevinger tragedy and was
shown that the girl Madeline had
received three small bullet wounds
Pueblo Indians
in the left breast and the boy, Louis, was shot twice near the heart.
Closely Guard
The wounds are close together,
showing that the weapon had been
to the little bodies. It
Their Archives isheldtheclose
opinion of the doctors in
charge that Mrs. Clevinger will

Over 1913
The bureau

of crop

estimates for
New Mexico has issued a bulletin
relative to the production of crops
in this state for the years of 1913
A notable increase is
and 1914
reported for the present year in all
cereal and other crops chiefly in
the production of corn
The report follows:
Corn
Bushels 1914 3,490,000
-

-

fe

'A

An efiort will be made to classify
compile and publish, the archives
still in the custody of the Pueblo
Indiai.s at Santa Clata. It was
Prof. A. F. Uandelar, the eminent
archaeologist, while employed by
the Archaeological Institute
of
America, who first called attention
to the value and interest of these
archives which are closely guarded
with jealous care by the Pueblos.

COLFAX"

In Bad Condition?

December 3
A

OF

Cimarron Road Is

Hearings (hi

Home Society
Debate On The Programme; School
News Of The Past Week In A

12. 1914.

KINGDOM

Coal Land

Visits For

High School Friday

THE

(7

Apparently while suffering from
a sudden attack of mental instability, Mrs. J. R. Clevinger early this
morning, shot and killed her
daughter Madeline, aged g years,
and her son Lonis, aged 7, after
which sha turned the weapon upon
herself, inficting a wound that is
expected will prove fatal. The
tragedy occurred in the Clevinger
home and it was not discovered un
til after xi o'clock this morning
will provide for state revenues when Mrs. S. E. Tripp, a neighbor
went to the bouse to deliver a bot
from other sources than axing the tle of milk who found the two vicreal estate and personal property tim!, lying in bed plastered with
of individuals and business firms.
blood.

41

Oats
II

Potatoes
1 1

Apples
1

Hay

II3

1,572,000
1,794,000
1,331,000
1,938,000
1,500,000
1, 130,000
61. 000
864,000
650,000

1914
1913

309,000

1913
1914
1913
1914
1013
1014
1913
1914

Wheat

Tons

510,006s

Though New Mexico is as yet
far from what can be termed an
agricultural state, the increase in
the production of crops is an important adjunct to the growth and
prosperity of the commonwealth.

Anent the tourist traffic that goea
through the Cimarron Canon, and
relating to the highways the Las
Vegas Optic has the following to
ay:
"That the people of Ratón, cooperating with those of Cimarron,
are endeavoring to mislead westbound transcontinental tourists into taking route via Cimarron and
Taos instead of the highway leading through Wagon Mound and
Las Vegas is the news brought
back by County Road Commissioner Robert J. Taupert and George
H. Hunker, who made a trip to
the Colfax county seat by automobile Saturday.
Mr. Taupert today told a representative of The Optic,., that the
Raton garage men always advise
tourists to take the Cimarroh road,
in spite of the fact that it is in bad
condition and it would be almost
impossible lor a machine to make
the complete loop to Santa Fe. At
a point about 15 miles south of Ra
ton, where
the Cimarron road
branches off, Raton people have
placed signs designating it as the
transcontinental highway, while
the Camino Real is marked ia
small letters "State Road."
The
Cimarron Road at this point is
nicely graded, giving it the appearance of being the most traveled
highway.
The grading goes but a
few miles, however, and the thoroughfare deteriorates into a bard
road to travel, according to Mr.
Taupert. The road commissioner
says he has been informed by
s
that they have been induced
to take the Cimarron road aud have
been induced to take the Cimarron
road unable to get back to good
highways for several days, having
lost their way in a maze of shortcuts back to the main route.
"The road commission will issue
at once logs of the main highway
between here and Raton. These
will be available to autoists, who
thus will be protected against misleading information. The distance
to Raton, according to the speedometer is 1 4. 6 miles.
"Mr. Taupert says some excellent work has been done at Wagon
Mound by the Mora county road
board. At Watrous a temporary
bridge has been built across the
Sapelio by enterprising citizens.
This makes it possible to cross
without the great difficulty that
formerly attended a crossing there
following rains. This bridge will
be replaced by the new structure
for which the Mora county commts-sioneware to contract today.
"Mr. Taupert said the best piece
of road between here and Raton ia
that connecting Las Vegas aad
Watrous.
tour-rist-

1

rs

A turkev shoot is to be pulled off
next Sunday near the jail in old
town and it is expected that a great
number of local sportsman will
participate in the event.
The
shoot will be held both in the forenoon and afternoon. A large number of turkeys will be involved.
.

Mr. Pollock of Miami was a visitor in Cimarron the first of too
aaal

NEWS.

CIMARRON

led
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LAST STRONGHOLD
IN THE FAR EAST
Land and Sea
forces Reduce Tsing Tau
Forts After Three

Japanese-Britis- h

Months' Siege.

MAKE ANOTHER DASH
Kaiser's Army RnumN Efforts o
Reach French Coast - Slave Claim
Greatest Victory of War
In Poland.

Summary of Events.)
The German colony of Tsing Tau
iu the Chinese province of Kaio
CfeOW has at last surrendered to
the Japanese-Britisforcea
fter
a land and naval siege of more
than two months. The capture of
id in stronghold takes from Germany her last foothold on the
Asiatic mainland and her last
strategic position outside the Ger-iin Kiupire in Europe.
h

n

Make Brave Defense.

For nearly three months the little
German garrison amounting to about
7.000 men composed of reservists who
were living or doing business In
''iina. has held out against the land
and sea attacks of the Japanese and or
certain British detachments of both
white and Indian troops that, found
themselves In China at the outbreak
of the war. What the losses of the,
garrison have been are not known, but:,
the official Japanese and BritUh re- -'
porta have Indicated that Tsing Tsu
has been taken at heavy cost of men
on the part of the Allies.
Germans Try Again.
second concerted sttempt of the.
German army to blast Its way through
to the sea, is flaming and roaring
from K leu port to the French frontier
without definite result so far on
either side. The area near the coast
formerly held by the extreme German
right and from which the Invaders
were forced by the Allies after many
days of hard fighting, Is held only by
dead, dying and wounded, the inundation having made the vicinity unin
habitable for living and having prevented an advance or the British.
French and Belgian Allies.
Battle In Sand Dunes.
No decision hss yet been reached ufl
the battle In the dunes of West Flanders, and the opposing armies now
sfnnd virtually as they have stood for
many days. While the Germans keep
hammering away at the Allies around
Ypres. which route they choae for
their march to the coast after they
had round the road along the sea
barred to them, and the Allies are
making an effort to move northward
to Ostend, neither side hss got verv
fsr.
Floods

Hold Both Sides.

The Belgians and those
them have found that the floods which
they created to stop the German advance are a hindrance to their movements, although they have been able
to occupy some villages. Including
which had been in the possession of the Oernians.
Coast Campal;- - Cost Dearly.
The Germans are being hard
Creased at a acora or points In the
long battle line and the military ex
iHM-tat Allies ' headquarters say their
s

nav

NEW

DESTROY YPRES

The German sttempt to ad WAR LORD'S GUNS DRIVB B4CK
vance to the sea is characterised as
SHIPS AND RUSSIAN FLEET
the most costly defeat of the war.
FLEES FROM TURKS.
Germane Win Sea Fight.
In the most Important naval battle
of Iho war betweeu Rnropean powers
a German fleet engaged tea British CONFLICT IS CRITICAL
squadron, composed of the Good Hope,
the Monmouth and the Glasgow, off
Coronel, Chile, and decisively defeated It. This engagement practically FRENCH AND ENGLISH ARE REends the power or the Allies In the
PULSED WITH HEAVY LOSS AS
South Pacific seas unless a new Anglo-Ja- p
THE ENEMY ADVANCES.
Turkey Withdraws Envoys.
Turkey has definitely broken off
diplomatic relations with Grest Britain. France, Russia and Servia. Her
diplomatic representatives In the capitals of these countries, acting on orders from the Porte, hsve demanded
And received their passports.
Turks Fight Russians.
The first reports of the fighting between the Russians and the
Turks are as conflicting as were the
first Austrian and Russian accounta of
the warfare In Galicia. Each contender claims to have Invaded 'the other's
territory and to have defeated his
frontier arrales. These fights, however, probably have been only advance
euard affairs, and it is believed
that some time may elapse before a
pitched battle lakes place.
h
fleet continues tr
The
bombard the Dardanelles forts, but
the Turks say the warships have InIn other parts of
flicted no damage.
Turkey, British warships are being
kept busy. The government, however, has ordered that holy places
shall be respected by the British gun
fire, as long as the Indian subjects
visiting them are not molested.
This necessity for respecting the
Telling of her Moslem subjects may
hamper Great Britain somewhat in the
prosecution of the war against Turkey, but with her targe Moslem population, It cannot be disregarded.
Turks Rush Troops to Egypt
An advance of Turkish troops In the
ttlnal Peninsula In the direction of
Egypt Is reported in Berlin from
Switzerland. The Turkish army operating against Egypt is aald to nummillion men.
ber
How Turkey Entered War.
Turkish battle cruisers bombarded
two Russian Black Sea ports, damaging property considerably, and sank
two or three small Russian war vessels, several days ago.
8helled Turkish Fort.
After twenty-fou- r
hours of uncertainty, duráis; which hope was expressed Ti.it the porte might make
amends for the Incidents In the Black
Sea, the British admiralty announced
that the British cruiser Minerva had
destroyed the Turkish barracks at
iron-tien
Akabeb on the
A k a bah
Is at the head of the
Onir of Akabeh. an arm of the Red
Sea. 160 miles east or Suez.
Russians Claim Big Victory.
commander-inGrand Duke Nicholas,
-chief
of the Russian forces
In the field, has sent a telegram to
General Joffre, commander-ln-chie- r
of
the French forces, saying the Russians
have gained la Hast Prussia the greatest victory since the beginning of the
war.
The Russians have recaptured the
Callclan town of Jaroslau and have
taken five thousand Austrian prisoners.
Jaroslau is seventeen miles
northwest of the Austrian fortress of
Przemysl.
The Austrian attempts to cut off the
Russian attackers Anally have broken
down, and the Austrlans now are In
retreat along the San River.
Austrian troops are pushing j brough
the Carpathians to support the Austrian army falling back berore the
Ruaslans west or the San River. A
correspondent st Lembarg states that
these troops have been exhausted by
the struggle through the snow-flllemountain pusses.
German Retreat, Ruaslans Say.
The Russian war office says the Germana are retreating precipitately Into
Baal Prussia with the Russian armies
harrasslng them at every point. The
cold weather has apparently demoralised 'he Cermeña and many of them
are reported surrendering without a
Anglo-Frenc-

one-fourt- h

t

Turko-Egyptla-

'

fight.
At several points the Russians have

already penetrated the Prussian border and some of the reports Indicate
that the German left wing has been
Isolated from the main body of the
troops.
Long German Retreat.
The new position of the German
army front, along the River Warthe
over seventy-fivmiles west of the
Vistula river, which they reached at
the time of the attempted attack on
LssLsssssssfl erssrr
jr9Skmi
Warsaw, Indicates the tremendous re. BBBBJE
BBeBSSBSrr
treat of General Von Hlndenburg's entire army In Poland Uie last two
yBflBBJ SBBSrjBjBSsS
llK'N f weeka. This retreat Is regarded as
especially Important since such noted
Industrial canters et Lodz, Plotrkow.
Radom and Kleice are recaptured by
the Russians. The strategic point at
Sendoinlr, which Is at the junction of
MAJOR GENERAL ALLENBY
the San and Vistula rivers, has also
Allenby, who has been retaken.
Major General
been distinguishing himself on the
"Charity Peedeth a Multitude."
left wing of the allied army In France,
sent to Brussels by the
Provisions
le recognised as one of the most caAmerican commission tor the relief of
pable of Great Britain's cavalry lead- Belgium already are supplying four
ers. He won fame In the South Afri- hundred thousand meals dally and
can war and In 1910 wee made In- plans are now complete tor carrying
spector genersl of cavalry In England.
on a similar work throughout that part
or Belgium occupied by the Germane.

A. CARLSON

U.S. SENATORS

ELECTED

GOVERNOR AT ONE TIMB
POOR IMMIGRANT'S flOY.

DEMOCRATS CONTROL HOUSE BY
SMALL MAJORITY.

te

Republican Gain 13 In Illinois, 12 in
New York and 11 In Pennsylvania.

Ambition
Vded Him
Rise From Humble Station te
Highest Office of State.

TROOPS GRAR
RANK OF MEXICO
MONEY
NATION'S
SEIZES
STOREHOUSE AS CARRANZA
DEFIE8 NEW PRESIDENT.

MOB

Senators Elected.

1

Western Newnpeper rnlon New

Service.

Denver. George Carlson, the ni wly
elected governor, was born In low
IK father
Swedish pnrentaae

Western
Ur,

53

Iowa, their destination when they

MEN

KILLED

MA
AMERICAN
THAT
RINES HAVE LANDED AT WEST
PORT OF THE REPUBLIC.

STATED

left

Sweden.
While he was still a hoy the family
moved to Denver, and subsequenUy
to a farm near Greeley. There he at
tested the district school until he

..

W 8 West
J. It Brady

.

L.Y. Sherman.

lows,
Kmii
Ky J.

Western Neerepeper Union New Service.

1

M.I

...
W.J.Stone
F.J.Newlanrta

Be

man artillery. It
some or the
most ancient F
architecture.
Ypres 'was the center or attack In
the third desperate effort of the Kaiser's array to take possession of the
North Sen coast, comiug after a lull
Of ii. ne days In the fighting along the
battle lines in Belgium and northern

i.D.

nil Bis"

H
N.I

1Ü

r

France.
It Is also reported from Ustend that
the Brldii fleet has been driven away
from the coast by the tire of heavy
German artillery.
These events mark the opening ot
what military experts declare will be
the most desperate righting of the war,
and the result of the fighting will have
an Important bearing on the outcome
of the general conflict
Until Monday the allies had been
making Important advances, but now
the Germans claim to have repulsed a
sortie near Nieuport with heavy losses
to the English and French, The Berlin war ófrico also says that steady
gains are being made against the allies southwest or Ypres, where they
claim to have taken thousands of prisoners.
An official dispatch from Constantinople says that the Turkish fleet
shelled near Kosloe a portion of the
Russian fleet, which, however, managed to escape, with the Turkish ships
In pursuit.
Despite the reverses which the Austin German armies have suffered in
the East, where the Russians have
now set their feet In German territory, both In Bast Prussia and Posen,
the Germans are said to be still sending reinforcements to the west in an
endeavor to break down the resistance
of Uie French, British and Belgians,
who have been holding their positions.
There has, however, as yet been no
decisive action fought along the
whole front, but each side is making
gains which may count when the crisis
Is at hand. With Uie tremendous
forces opposing each other any progress may necessarily be slow In these
lays of siege battles, but both the allies and the Germans express satisfaction with the way in which the batUe
has gone thus far.
'The slackness In the recruiting in
England has been stopped by the
marches of some of Uie crack territorial regiments, and Monday's procession through the streets of London, In
connecUon with the Inauguration of
the lord mayor, in which the Canadian
and other dominion troops took part.
From all sections of the country come
reports of an Increasing number of
young men offering themselves for
service.
The following official communication
was Issued by the French war office
last night:
"There has been no notable modification In the situation by reason of the
difficulties which an intense fog has
created In connection with operation
of any extent. In the north the day
has been good. We have maintained
our positions between the river i.ys
and Laugemarck and made appreciable progress between Ingemarck and

N I
.hi

Oil
Or.

Thirteen Now Have Embargo Against
Stock Shipments.
Washington.- -- Federal quarantine orders barring shipments of cattle from
Canada to the United States and adding the states of Delaware, New Jersey and Rhode Island to the list of
states where foot and mouth disease
exists were signed by Secretary Houston of the Department of Agriculture,
The quarantine against Canadian
shipments is not because of the disease In the Dominion, but to prevent
the return of Infected cattle cars to
Uie United States.
Thirteen states now are quarantined.
They are New York, Ohio, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Indiana. Illinois,
Maryland, Michigan, Wisconsin, Iowa,
Delaware, New Jersey and Rhode

W II
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Washington. Many changes In Uie
organization of the House of
will be made when Champ
Clark and "Uncle Joe" Cannon once
more face each other across the center aisle at the beginning of the next
Congress.
The dwindling of the Democratic
majority, which will drop after the
close of the December session from
140 to 24, will necessitate a general
shifting of the working order in the
Repre-sentsUv-

bW

ül

HI
JÉ lipftt

House.
George A. Carlson.
pleted the course at Uie age of 16. He
was ambitious to continue hts education and went to Uie State Normal
School In Greeley.
It is told of him that he pursued the
Governor-Elec- t

muses under difficulties at the Normal
School. The story goes that his only
assets when he entered the school
were a few pennies, a red cow and
boundless ambition. He found an
empty shack on Uie outskirts of
Greeley, so it la related, and promptly
made It his home. He lived physically
and partly financially on the red
cow's milk, and garnered Uie wherewithal to supply the balance of hla
small needs from various odd jobs
around the school. In addition he
managed to lead his classes and take
a prominent part in athletics.
On the completion of his course at
Greeley, Carlson went to the State Agricultural College for gne year. Not
yet satisfied with knowledge, he decided that he would take a degree
at the State University at Boulder, and
did so. He made both ends meet during his course at Boulder by working
on a ranch.
He moved to Fort Morgan and married. He now has four children.
Two years ago he was elected die
trlct attorney, receiving 1,700 more
votes than Roosevelt and Tart combined.
As district attorney he has
been very active in Uie prosecution of
alleged offenders In Weld county In
connection with bootlegging and grafting in bridge building.
It Is said that Carlson counts hla
mother the wisest of his counselors
and that he always follows her advice.
RepubCarlson has been a
lican. He is an active church member.
Governor-elec- t
While
George
A.
Carlson will not be Inaugurated until
Jan. 2. he will begin to take an active
Interest in Btate affairs and to study
life-lon- g

business and industrial conditions immediately, according to a
statement he made before leaving for
Fort Collins and the country for a
brief rest.
state-wid-

e

QUARANTINED.

-

Congressman-Elec-

Island.

t

C. B

Tlmberlake.

With their slender majority Uie
Democrats, while able to
Speaker Clark and retain control of
the committees, will be forced to
maintain an almost perfect organisact

tion.

Practically complete returns give
the Democrats 229, Republicans 196,
Progressives 7, Socialists 1, Independents 1.
ARIZONA Demócrata, 1; Republicans, none. Unchanged.
probCOLORADO Republicans,
ably Democratic 3. Unchanged.
NHW MEXICO Democrats, none;
Republicans. 1.
WYOMING Democrats, none; Republicans, 1. Unchanged.
Demócrata, 10; RepubUnchanged.
ARKANSAS
Democrats; 7; Republicans, none. Unchanged.
CALIFORNIA
Democrats, 1; Republicans, 8; Progressives, 6. Une
changed.
CONNECTICUT
Democrats, none:
Republicans, 5. Republicans gain 6.
DELAWARE
Demócrata, none; Republicans, 1. Republican gain, 1.
FLORIDA Democrats, 4; Republicans, none. Unchanged.
OEORGIA Democrats, 12; Republicans, none. Unchanged.
IDAHO Democrats, none; Republi
cans, 2. Unchanged,
ILLINOIS Democrats, 9 ; Republicans, 17; Progressives, 1. Republican
gain of 13 over Democrats in Third,
Fifteenth, Seventeenth, Eighteenth,
Twenty-seconNineteenth, Twenty-first- ,
Twenty-fourth- ,
Twenty-fiftand
two at large, over Progressives In
Tenth and Twelfth.
INDIANA Democrats, 11; Republicans, 2. Republicans gain 3 In Seventh and Tenth district.
IOWA Democrats, 1; Republicans,
10. Republican net gain of 2, Gains
In Second, Third and Sixth districts.
Loss in Eleventh.
KANSAS Democrats) 4 ; Republicans. 2; probably Republicans 2. Democratic gain 1 In Eighth district.
KENTUCKY
Democrats, 9; Republicans, 3. Unchanged.
LOUISIANA Democrats. 7; Progressives, l. Progressive gain 1 in
Third district.
MAINE (elected In September)
Democrats, 1; Republicans, 3. Unchanged.
MARYLAND Democrats, 6; Republicans, 1; Republicans gain 1 In Fifth
district.
MASSACHUSETTS
Demócrata, 4;
Republicans. 12. Republicans gain 4
Eighth.
In
Eleventh. Thirteenth and
Sixteenth districts.
MICHIGAN Democrats, 2; Republl
cans. 11. Republicans gain 2 over
Progressives in Tenth and Twelfth districts.
Democrats, 1; ReMINNESOTA
publicans, 8; Progressives, 1. Progressive gain of 1.
MISSISSIPPI Democrats, 8; Republicans, none. Unchanged.
MISSOURI Democrats, 14; Repub
licans, ?. Unchanged.
MONTANA Democrats, ; Republicans, none. Unchanged.
NEBRASKA
Demócrata, 3; Republicans, 3. Unchanged.
NEVADA Democrats, none; Republicans, 1. Unchanged.
Democrats,
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Republican
none; Republicans, 2.
gain. I.
NEW JERSEY Demócrata, 4; Ranean
7; probably Democratic 1. Republicans gain 5 in Second, Fourth,
Eighth. Ninth and Tenth districts.
NORTH CAROLINA Demócrata, S;
probably Republican 1.
DAKOTA
Democrats,
NORTH
none: Republicans. 3. Unchanged.
NEW YORK Democrats, 20; Republicans. 21: Progressives, 1; Socialists, 1, Republicans gain 12 In the
First, Ninth. Tenth, Eleventh. TwenTwenty-seventh- ,
tieth. Twenty-ftfU.- ,
ALABAMA

h

Copper Magnate F. A. Helnze Olea.
F. Augustus
Saratoga, N. T.
Helnze, owner of immense oopper Interests in the West, died suddenly.

American Federation Convention-PhiladelphiThe thirty fourth annual convention of the Aniorlcan Feds
eration of Labor opened here to continue for two weeks. Prior to the
meeting there was a abort street
parade. The city appropriated 125,000
toward the expenses of the convention and In entertaining the delegates.
A court of honor greeted Use visitors.
Jurisdictional fights, which have
some tot the past conventions of
the federation, are likely to take up
Ule time la the present gathering.

Whitman's Lsad 133,174.
New York. Revised returns on
from all except 134 districts in
Uie state give Whitman, Republican, Twenty-eighth- .
Thirty-fifth- ,
Thirty-sevent670,825; Glynn. Democrat,
537,161;
anil Fortieth districts. SocialBulzer.
Prohibition and American. ists gain 1 In the Twelfth district.
111,636, and Davenport, Progressive,
OHI- O- Demócrata, 10; Republicana,
46,181.
Whitman's lend over Glynn la It; Republicans gain 9 In First,

a.

d

gov-erno- r

Vera Cruz. According to private
telegrams received here, the National
Bank of Mexico City haa been sacked
by a mob led by Constitutionalist soldiers. This Is the biggest hank In the
republic and holds much of the government funds.
It Is reported that the port, of Acer
pulco on the Pacific has been occupied
by American marines.
The occupation is said to have followed a request of the Inhabitants, who
were suffering great privations owing
to the revolution.
Gen. Venustlano Carranza, issued an
ultimatum declaring himself the chief
head of the republic. The proclamation was Issued at Cordoba and directed to the military chieftains and
the civil employés of the central government, who were ordered to obey
Carranza as first chief of the Constitutionalists and to disregard totally
the mandates of the Aguas Calientes
convention.
To the military chieftains, he said
that, unless they left the conference
and were back at their poeta, their
next in rank would assume their
places.
Roque Estraua, private secretary of
General Carranza, said:
"We have exhausted all legitimate
means to bring about a peaceful arrangement of this trouble. The Aguas
Calientes convention must obey General Carranca or the delegates to It
will be treated aa traitors."
Heavy righting has been in progresa
In Xochlmllco, a suburb of Mexico
City, between followers of Emiliano
Zapata and General Carranza. Several
trainloads or soldiers were sent from
the capital to reinforce Uie Xochlmllco
garrison.

licans, none.

Secretary Houston said that unless
the lnieetlou could be localized and
quickly eradicated It threatened untold losses among livestock.

feat-ture-
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Fourth. Eleventh, Fourteenth, Fifteenth, Sixteenth, Eighteenth, NineNebraska Legislature Democratic
dlstricta.
teenth and Twenty-seconSOUTH DAKOTA Democrats, . lj
Lincoln, Neb. Complete unofficial
I. Unchanged
returns show that the Nebraska Leg- Republicans,
TKNNKlTEB Democrats, 8; Reislature of 1915 will be overwhelming publicans,
2.
Unchanged.
... .ir t ...
Iv
133.174.

d

Naco, Arte. Resumption of the
siege of Naco, Sonora, the Carranza
position, by Governor Maytorena'a
Villa adherents, was marked by the
first gunfire since Uie declaration of
Uie armistice, Oct. 23.

Washington. Administration officials admitted that the Mexican situation had again assumed a delicate as-

pect.
A San Antonio dispatch says Genersl Carranza published a decree in
Mexico City Monday ordering Uie
Aguas Callentes convention virtually
dissolved by Nov. 10.
Kills Children; Shoots Self.
East Las Vegas. N. M. Mrs. J. E.
Clevenger, mortally wounded, and Uie
bodies of her two children, Magdeline,
aged 9, and Louis, aged 7, were found
In the Clevenger home.
The woman,
who was conscious, aald she had shot
Uie two children and then turned Uie
weapon on herself, daring Uie absence
of her husband, an engineer. Ul health
Is believed to have unbalanced the
woman's mind
Woman

Rivera Congress Meets Dec. 9.
Washington.
Senator
Ransdell
named Dec. 9, 10 and 11 aa dates for
Uie annual meeting of the National
Rivers and Harbors Congress in
Washington.
TWO

CLAIM

HEINZE

FORTUNE.

One Woman Alleges She' Was Common
Law Wife and the Other Says
She Married Millionaire.
Chicago. Two women will contest
for the estate of Frits Augustus
Helnze, millionaire copper king and
financier, who died in New York.
The rival contestants are Mrs. Lillian Hobart French Helnze, claiming
to be the common-lawife of the late
banker, who says they separated by
mutual consent in 1908, and Mrs. Anna
McDermott Hollander Heinxe, who declares she was married to Mr. Helnse
a year ago in New York.
Mrs. Lillian Hobart French Helnze
left here for New York to see her law-

yers and begin her fight
Besides her claim to a part of Uie
Helnse estate. Mrs. Lillian Helnse declares that she will enforce her claim
to the possession of 125.000 worth of
mining stock which she loaned to him
in 1909, and for an annuity of $3,400
a year, which he settled upon her by
written contraen in 1910. Furthermore, she claims she Is entitled to
due on pollciea on hla life.
$38,-00-

Carranza Issues Import Tea Decree.
Vera Cms. General Carranza has
Issued st Cordobe a decree promising
that the Import taxes collected at
Vara Crus by the Americans since
they have been in control of that seaport will not be levied again by Mexicana after the American evacuation.
Ammons and Carlson Go East.
Denver. Governor Ammons
and
Governor-elec- t
George Carlson left for
Madison, Wis., to attend the annual
session of the national governors'
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DIFFERENCES OF OPINION
There seems to

General
royal arti

endless variety of opinions as to
the cause of thé Republican landslide at the election. That
a great number of these opinions are purely chimerical is
but the natural result of a prejudiced public, that part of
it that was looking for the party in power to carry every
state in the union on to victory, and thereby place it in a
position to disseminate the political plums for another two
years. However, the worm turned and that's not all.
The cause of the landslide was not strengthened by
the prejudiced voter, it was brought about by a perfectly
working organization having for its motto, the restoration
of prosperity to thé great masses of people who are and
have been suffering the past eighteen months for want of
employment and food. Neither was the landslide brought
about by a coalition of the Republican and Progressive
parties. This last assertion is the more strengthened when
it is taken into consideration that the Progressive party
had an independent ticket in the field in every state where
it had representatives or a sufficient following to warrant
such a ticket. In New Mexico tbretti a Progressive party.
The News does not look upon he Republican party as
a "holier than thou'" party, neither does it sanction every
move of the organization as beyond reproach. But it does
look upon the party as the one great national constructive
organization that can, will and has given the American
people, democrats and republicans alike, prosperity such as
has never yet been enjoyed under any other form of government. This is the only fundamental reason that can be
entertained why the people endorsed the policies and principles of the Republican party on November 3.
be an

THE REGISTRATION LAW
Through an oversight the voters of Rayado precinct
were not registered and hence did not enjoy the privilege
of voting on election day. Normally that precinct is democratic by a substantial majority, but this has no bearing
in, he case; the voters are entitled to vote whether or not
their names have been entered upon the registration book.
ItJ s a privilege that every man has a right to demand.
The registration law of New Mexico is anything but
good. It does not answer the purpose for what it was intended, hence it should le changed or abolished. Every in
telligent voter knows that he doet not register his name
personally; it is done by the board of registration.
The Rayado precinct was not the'only one that failed
to vote; others in the state were in the same predicament.
Such unsatisfactory business is not conducive to good government. The law must be changed, and so changed that
the voter cannot be deprived of his right to voice his sentiment at the polls. The next legislature should see to this.

PEEVED
Whatever tends to attract the tourists to Las Vegas
and over the national highway is satisfactory to the Meadow City, but when tourists leave the highway and take
the Cimarron Canon route to Taos, the apostles of Israel
become peeved. They kick about the condition of the
highway that branches off to the Canon and Taos, and
right here let it be said that if the governor would send
the state convict road gang up here, and not only favor a
few of 'his pet sections, our roads would have a much different appearance. And if the state engineer would look
after the raad between Taos and Santa Ft, it would not
be necessary to create a rumpus, caussd by the childish arguments of Las Vegas people.
What roads have been constructed in this section was
accomplished either by the county or public spirited citizens through labor or contributions.
The governor was
petitioned last summer to send the road gang to the western part of the county and he knows .vhat became of the
petition, we don't.
Congress acted wisely when it repudiated the bill of
southern senators compelling the government to appropriate five hundred million dollars for the purchase of cotton. What the south needs is not so much the money as
diversified farming, and this will ultimately follow.
Londoners have discovered a solid six foot concrete
foundation under a German music publishing plant in that
city. It will require a larger foundation than that to hold
some of the popular music that is handed to the people in
this country annually and without a blush.
When a person so far gone ai to have mania to commit murders, mankind is powerless in preventing such cas-- ,
es to occur. The state maintains asvlums for such unfor-túnatbeings where they should be placed in time before a
hienous crime is committed.
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General

Flndlay

saw the

IIOV

action

" 'fioye.' hla totee eehr d down the
line, we are going to g
everv gun
Into poaitlon ' Then, dell
general approached a re
lain kneeling beside
git
'Here are some of my
lunging, chaplain,' he as
they don't go astray.
"One by one our Rims began to Mare
awav and the grncral had a word of
ra gemnt and advice for every man,
In vain hi ata tried to persuade him
to leave the danger rone Our rang"
waa perfect, the German fire alnckeri
and died awav and with a yell our men
prepared to advance The outburst
came too aoon. One parting shell, ev
plodlng In contact with Flndlay'a horse,
shattered man and beset."
M
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Desks, Filing Cabinets, Latest Improved Sectional Book Cases and Unifiles

The Sikhs are Hindus, and so strict
are their religious beliefs that all the
food they eat muBt be especially pro- pared according to their own rites.
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quart
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a high and
Walts It Into Iwo thick braids and
draws thse back of his ears, where
they are tied.
If you think that doesn't, .make a
soldier look fierce, you make a ad
error. Which, on. areata at him would

Typewriter Supplies, Oils, Ribbons,

OF PRISONERS

Brush es; etc.,

American Naval Officer

Brings 440
English Girls to England From Berlin.

Copenhagen, via tendon. A piece
of
clover, preased. dried,
Ixmdon
One of the
strangest
and scented the same one carried by throngs
ever seen In
Bngyears ago
his grandfather forty-foulish women hiid girls with
Is tucked away In a pocket of Kaiser man
sympathies cume Into the city
Wllhelm'a gray greatcoat these days
from Berlin in charge of Lieut. K. G.
The little daughter of an old court hlakeslet;,
I'nited States navy, assist- official. I.ouls Schneider, plucked this ant naval attache at Merlin.
leaf In the royal park of Knbelsburg In
The party numbered 4 to and figured
July. 1870. After the German victory In au exchange
with German women
at Sedan the child presented the green and girls who had been
allowed to
spray to old King Wllhelm.
leuve England.
Under
Lieutenant
Months later the Schneider child and lilukesiee'B care the members of
the
her father were summoned before the party were assembled In Berlin from
emperor.
various portions of Germany with the
"Here la your little piece of clover." assistance of the American consuls
the monarch said. "It has won me vicTheir
feeling
tory. I give It back to you. my child, ed for by the fact that, whileis account-interned
and hopa It will bring you luck, too."
In the German empire, they beard only
The kaiser then cut off one of his one side of the war question.
Art
white curls and handed it with. the bit music students and governesses and
f clover to the girl.
Tears laler Miss Schneider preThe party left Berlin in. a special
sented the talisman to the daughter of train, and all said they had been shown
the Countess Dehna as a baptismal every courtesy by the German
gift. When the war broke out In An
At some places the Germans
gust last the countess, through the em wiived flags and
handkerchiefs and
press, presented the clover to he
A fcrc-u-t
."ven ehe. ed
crowd f liHl- aer.
nts and relatives n
d the return- - j
Is
piece
The truth of this
of news
ing travelers on thel
vouched for by the German war press
Another party of English women
bureau.
and girls or about the same number
ill leave Berlin at an early date un
SAVED BY SIGN OF MASONS tier the care of an attacae of the
American embassy.
Fifty Lives Are Spared in Belgium
When Near D jth by Shooting
DAYS OF SEA CUPPERS BACK
From Germans.
four-lcnfe-
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Carbons and Typewriting Papers, Manuscript Covers
and Blank Legal Forms
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Cimarron Publishing Company
For Good,

offt-ctul-s.

life
citizen, however, re
The
fused, saying: "My fellow citizens an
rio more guilty than I am.
If you art
going to kill them. I shall be killed
with them "
The German officer ordered the re
leas of the nllre party

SITES WERE PLANNED?

GUN

Frenchman Says Foundations for Gar
man Factories in Franca Now
Accommodate

Siege Cannon.

Iondon. A dispatch from Parts to
the Dally Chronicle
from Maubeuga glri

particulars
sbout
Merman
the
attack on France which, be says
had tonr been psei ledltafed. Among
other things, he sa s all the German
heavy artillery' wa
forms of oorcrete
built on sites care
private Individual
foundations for fac
never started."
Hero Weepe at (Hath of Son.
Paris - General llallloud one of the
heroes of (he campaign for the pari
Mratlon of Mm orco, was visiting the
wounded in a hospital when Informed
that his son waa killed The general
paled and two large tears rolled down
his cheeks He then became as Impassive as ever aud went on with bis
visit.
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Washington. Some of the romance
of the days of American clippers may
return, for Asslstaut Secretary of the
Treasury Peters has received word
that eight of the finest square riggers
n the Atlantic are coming under the
Stars and Stripes as soon as the íe
to
tails can be arranged. The square rig
ger belong to Charles Hunt A Co. of
lloston They are used in the South
sonable
American trade, taking down lumber
from North Atlantic porta to the Rivet
I'ldte and bringing In return cargoei
of hides. The ships are of otoel con
'traction and said to be the equal ol
any of their class In the world. At
present they sail under the Kngllsb AEROPLANE HIT

Camping Parties of Four or More Taken
the Mountains in Auto Truck at
Rates.
56

flag.

Rea-Pho-

TEN

OFF

Only Thirteen Survive After Fifty
Have Fought With Large Body
Of Enemy.
On the Battle Front via Paris-1-Trench lieutenant, M. Verlin, Is the
hero of the dsy
ilt of an
tin Ogure
affair in which h
en of his
The lieutenant
company
were
miles In advance

ring fen
body on

of th

ed
led.

and
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rear of a trap.

alive
Tbs
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war broke
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Aviator Retains Control.

MATKIN

SUPPLY COM'Y

Undertakers

London. The Dally Mail's Petro
grad correspondent rfenrts a description by ML Poiret, a French aviator
Carry a full line of
who Is serving with the Russian army,
COFFINS amu CASKETS
or a flight over the German position
accompanied by a staff captain.
TELEPHONE 20
, "I rose to a height of 5,000 feet,"
Poiret said. "Fighting was in full
ClMAKHO.S, N. M.
swing. The captain with me already
had made some valuable observations,
when the Hermans, noticing my
French machine, opened Ore on it.
NOTICE.
"A number of their bullets pierced
All trespassing to the W. S Pasture in
the wings of the aeroplane and the
others struck the stays. We still flew Colla county, whether for the puipoee ol
on, however, as It waa necessary to bunting, nshiog. pulling wild fruit, or cat-

wounded in the
to make observa-

heel.

ling Ate wood, or (or any purpose whatsoever, without leave, is strictly prohibited
od all trespassers will be prosecuted tu
tbe lull exteal of the law.
(Signed)
WILLIAM FRENCH,
tor W S Land A Caula Cu.

two frag
ne."
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Fix Teeth to

Je'u the

Army.

How's This?
Wo cafar On Hundred) Dolían
Revered for any caso of Catarrh
that cannot bo corad by Hail's
Catarrh Curo.

Law In Italy.

There being no divot,

compelled to
now country.

on

ttack the

Praise God and British Navy.
Ijondon. It was In the tearoom of a
easlde golf club that tbls happened
Over tbe numerous voices that of a
child' wuh besrd, and th- - little girl
was aeen to be Haying grace. Thli
much of her prayer waa heard:
I'ralae God and the Rrltish navy foi
our nice tea. Amn Excuse we."
Home

Airship to Dance
High Over Army, But French

5.000 GERMANS

ne

TIMES

Shells Cause
STANDS

.011.1.)

td and Jam, aud
being tiene to

QUALITY

Eight Large Square Riggers Will Come
Under the Flag of United States

No Divorce

Demand for Sweets.

Clothing, Dry

Goods, Notions, Hats, Hillinery, Trunks, Fur-

kl

Oaten. The power of Free Masonry
la Illustrated by a story told here by
a citizen, of Ixjuvatn, who. with the
Masonic sign, says he saved fifty ol
hla fellow citizens from being shot t(
death by German troops.
This group of citizens, according tc
the lecftal of the Belgian Mason, hac
been lined up for execution.
The Ger
man firing party had their rifle.s at
"preaent arms." when the narratoi
gave a Masonic algn. The German of
fleer commanding the firing squad hap
petied to belong to the fraternity. H
recognized a brother Mason and or
dered the I.ouvaln Free Mason to leave
the ranks. This meant sparing hit
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With Thanksgiving but two weeks diatant tbe odor
of turkey and cranberry sauce is about unbearable to the
person who can't afford to have either.
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Hudson Maxim, the Noted Inventor,
eye It la Ally of the Wap

French Aviator Makes a
ous War Flight.
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Dispatch Bearer Tell of Air Trip
From Pari With Ordert for Qen
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London

Le Tetlt Journal pub
llshns a description- of the ex per tern
of a passenger on board an aeroplane
In tine of war. The start took placo
on gray dawn.
Rlan, the pilot, a
famous civilian aviator clothed in
ths leather armor of hit craft, received the following order from bis

The present war

'Aviation makes It possible to keep
one army informed or tile position and
the movements or the other," said Mr
Ms aim
so a to render surprise at
tucks In rorce Impossible.
The aero
plane is alao a great news gatherer
and Is the strong ally or the newspa

$2- .-

0ur Paper and Any

One of These Clubs

$2.

leading publishers
magazines have joined with ua in one of the greatest subscription
SEVERAL ever put out in thisofcountry. Through
this combination everybody will be able to get a
yearly subscription to three magazines in combination with our weekly paper at practically the price
of our paper alone,
In this list you will find forty different periodicals formed into thirty-fiv- e
different
clubs. Each club has 3 magazines, except one Special Club which has four magazines; some of these magazines sell for aa much as $1 a year. They are all good and cover a large variety of choice reading matter
including History, Music, Religion, Education, Fashions, Fancy Needlework, Illustrated Current Events'.
Home Decorations, Fiction, Literature, Drama, Art, Science, Inventions, General Farming Dairy Farmine
Live Stock, Vegetables, Fruit and Poultry.

"You will convey a passenger and per correspondent.
dlapatcbea straight north to
.
"1 believe that the aeroplane will be
Your orders are eimnly to get therq a more Important war engine
than
there. You muit tab no riaka en the dirigible balloon
There are
route. If (he enemy brlnga you down, strong Indication
that aeroplanes
destroy both the diapatchea and the may be made of sufficient sise and
aeroplane, if you get through to
power for the transportation or troops
go at once to the general with your with arme for very effective lighting
paaeenger. who will give htm a ver- Had either of tbe warring
On account of the splendid contract we have made with tbe publishers of these magazines, we are able to give our readers a
nations of
bal message.
Good luck and 'quirk' today known herore the war what they
choice of eny one of the clubs in combination with our paper one year for $2.00. Just 25c more than the price of onr paper
la tbe word."
Thia offer is made to everybody. If you have never subscribed to our paper before, we ask you to take advantage of thisalone
have alnce learned, each side would
offer.
If y cm are a subscriber to our paper we ask you to renew so that you too, may get S magazines extra. Look over
The paesenger'a story continueshe q nipped with large fleets of aerotbe list and select
the dob you tike best. Send your order today or giro your order to oor representative or call at our office when In town.
"While the pilot waa looking over planes.
you
If
are now subscriber td any of these magazines and want to renew just send your order to us and we will have your subscription
utm mm nine, 1 iook my pnce wttn
"In future wars It will be the first
extended. If your subscription to our paper la past due, w'e advise you to pey up and take advantage of this bargain. If you are in
the dispatches between my legs and a aim to clear the skies of flying mathe habit of buying your magazine through other channels, we ask you to justly compere our clubs and prices with that of any
carbine slung alón the framework on chines of an enemy In short, wlft
o'her offer you receive. Yon, no doubt, are now a subscriber to some of these periodicals. You can Save money by sending
your
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SYNOPSIS.

who had proclaimed tbemselvea Amer-

Bud Hooker and Phil Da iMcy are
fon rd. owing to a revolution In Mexico,
to give up their mining claim and return
to the United States. In the border . town
of Qadaden Bud meet Henry Krug-era
wealthy miner, who makes him a proposition fo return to Mexico to acquire title
to a very rich mine which Kruger had
Mown up whan he found ha had been
cheated out of the title by one Aragón
The Maticen subsequently had spent a
large sum of money In an unsuccessful
attempt to relocate the vain and than allowed the land ta revert for taxea. Hook-er- r
and He Lancer arrive at Fortuna, near
where the Eagta Tall mine la located.
They engage Crue Mendos to acquire the
title for them and begin preliminary
work. Aragón accuses them of Jumping
hie rielen.
Mocker discovers that matriprevent Méndez
monial entanglements
from acquiring a valid title. Thll, who
has been paying attention to Orada Aragón, decidas to turn Mexican and Require
(ne title. Aragón falls In hla attempt to
drive them off tba claim. Rebele are reportad In the vicinity. A rich vain of
gold la atruck and work on the mina la
topped until the title can be perfected.
Phil Is arrested by Manual del Rey, captain of the rurales and suitor of Gracia s.
He Is released on promise to stay away
from Ornela Phil la forced to enlist In
ths
He aaka Bud to take care
of Oracle. The rebela ara defeated In a
fierce battle near Fortuna.
Phil deserts
and returns to the United 8tatea. Bud
turna Mexican and takes ateps to secure
title to the mine In hla own name. Hired
aaaaaslna of Aragón make an unsuccessful attack on Bud and four of them are

done. It was said to be the qnlckest
way there wag of drawing a Mexican
bullet But to be a Texan was differentsomehow the very name suggested trouble to their minds and an Alamo fight to tt death. Hotfker saw

killed.

CHAPTER

XXI.

On the morning after the
had
laughed at the comic paper and decided that all the world was fair. Hooker
and Amigo ere quattlng by the fire
and eating a man'a-slxbreakfast.
The creek, swollen by yesterday's
torrential rain, had settled to a rivulet The wind had not risen and the
sun was Just over the hill wher, vwth
a rush and a scramble. Amigo threw
down his cup and was off in a flash for
the rocks.
A moment later two men rode down
the canyon, and then two more, and
two more. It was a column of men,
all armed with rifles, and they cast
envious eyes at Copper Bottom as they
halted before the camp. As for Bud,,
he saluted gravely, for he knew them
for what they were.
These were the lost forces of Bernardo it ra v. and Salazar. Rojas and
the other bandit chiefs, and they
marched, as be well knew, upon Fortuna. They marched quietly, and the
great whistle had not blown.
It would make a rich prise, Fortuua,
If Ihey could take it by surprise! The
ransom for the Spanlah haclendados
aione would amount to thousands of
s
dollars, and the
could
afford to pay anything in order to save
their works.
A box of dynamite under the giant
concentrator and the money would be
produced at once, and yet the scoundrels halted at a one man camp to
steal a single horse.
A flicker of scorn passed over Hooker's face as the leader came dashing
up, but the Texan greeted him with a
e

mine-owner-

alow smile.

icans to the Insurroctos

boastfully

that he had made an Impression, and

be was not slow to follow It up
"If you need a horse," he said to
the general, "let your man go up that
arroyo and he will find one hobbled on
the flat Then gire me your receipt
for two hundred dollars gold and t
will contribute a saddle."
It wag a reasonable concession, under the circumstances, and. best of all.
It saved the general's face. The hideous frown with which he bad regarded the American changed suddenly to
a look of pompous pride. He Jerked
an Imperious bead at his ragged retainer and drew forth his receipt-boowith a flourish.
While he waited for the horse to appear he turned upon his snooping men
and drove them to their mounts with
curses. Evidently It was no sinecure
to command in the army of the liberation, and the veiled mutterings of
his followers showed that they ware
little better than tigers In leash.
Mounted upon horses, mules, and
even burros; armed with every conceivable weapon from a musket to
standard repeating rifles, they were a
tatterdemalion army, more flt tor
"treason, stratagems and spoils" than
the sterner duties of war.
Bud looked them over closely, wall
satisfied to have his back against a
wall, and when the
retainer came hurrying back with the
horse be quickly took the worthless
receipt and watched them on their
way. Then, as the last
r
disappeared, he ran for his saddle and
rifle and within a minute he was
mounted and away.
There were rebels below him very.
likely there were more to come the
only safe place for Copper Bottom
was over the hills at Fortuna. Without stopping for patb or trail, be beaded straight northwest over the ridges,
riding as the cowboys do when they
rake the range for cattle. Hardly had
he topped the first high crest wben
he came In sight of Amigo, loaded
camp-followe-

down with his cartridge-belt-s
and carrying his heavy Maueer.
In a long, shambling trot the Yaqui
was drifting along the hillside with
the free grace of a wild creature, and
when Hooker pulled down his horse
to keep pace with him he laughed and
motioned him on. Taking the lead, he
loped on over hogback and barranca,
picking out the best trail by Instinct
and setting such a pace that Bud was
hard pressed to keep up with him.
He had heard it said that in the
Yaqui country no white man, no matter how well he was mounted, could

"Buenos dlae, general!" he said;
hare many men."
"Enough!" observed the "general"
some In the rear are
turrledly, As"but
I suppose you are In sympathy with our great cause. I will ask
you for that horse Of course,
will
give you a receipt"
He fetched out a blank-booas be
spoke and motioned to a ragged beggar at his heels. Bud checked the
van's rush with a look.
"One moment!" he said, and as tba
soldier turned back bis general glanced
vp aharply.
"Only Ibis. Senor General."
Hud
You are welcome to
anything I have food, blankets, mon-but I cannot give you that horse."
"But, seuor!" protested the genr;.
regarding him with arrogant pig eyes
that glinted wickedly, "this poor soldier's foet are sore. Surely you would
not make him walk. Only name your
price and I will give you a receipt for
aim, but my man must have the
"you

1

k

and Orada, and, though bar
beckoned
and her father frowned
sternly, the wilful daughter of the Aragona did not offer to leava him as they
scampered up the bill. In fact, he
rode close beside him, spurring when
he spurred and, finally, when the
shower of stray ballet had passed,
she led on around the house.
"Won't you help me take my horse
Inside tbe waller she asked. Bud
followed after her, circling the fortress
whose blank adobe wajl gave shelter
to the screaming women, and she
smiled upon blm with the moat engaging confidence.
"I know you will have to go soon,"
she said, "and I suppose I've got to be
shut In with those creatures, but we
must he sure to save our horses. Some
trail he made the
splash. bullets might hit them, you know, and
Across the fields to the south Bud then we could not run away!
could see the peons running for cover
"You remember your promise I" she
the Insurrectos must be in sight be- reminded, aa Bud gased at her In as
yond th hills.
toniahment. "Ah, yes, I kaew you did
He was going south, they ware moving west, but it was Ave miles north
again to the town. Speed was what
was needed and Copper Bottom gave
his best They dashed Into Fortuna
like a whirlwind, and Hooker raised
hla voice in a high yell.
"Insurrectos:" ha shouted. "Ladrones! Pronto a Fortuna 1"
There was a rush, a moment's alienee, and then beads appeared from
every window and women ran ec reaming with the news. Aragón came ruah-tnfrom the store and confronted him
angrily; then, reading conviction in
hla tones, he called for horses and ran
frantically Into the house.
A shrill screech came from the hillside, where a serving-womahad
scampered to view the valley, and. as
she pointed her finger and screamed,
mothers laid hold of their little ones
and started up the valley on foot.
Still the men ran about In the horse-peand Aragón adjured his womenfolk In the houee. Burning with Impatience, Bud spurred his way to the
corral where they were fumbling with
reata and rigging and dropped a rope
on the first horse he saw. Then he
e
from a tremsnatched a
bling peon and slapped It on the
bruts's back. Grabbing up the bridle,
he led the horse back to the house and Woman and Children Took Shelter
bridled It while he shouted for haate.
There.
Still the women tarried,' and the
sound of galloping come from the
otherwise you would not have ploked
south. Then, as all teemed lost, the such a good horse for me. This roan
Mexicans came bumping out from the is my father's best riding horse. You
stable with the family coach, Aragón must put yours Inside tbe wall with
and hie wife leaped In, and Gracia, him, and when the time is right we
came will get them and ride for the Une."
neatly attired in a rldlng-skirt- ,
tripping down the steps.
"What?" cried Hooker IncredulousEven in such times as these she ly, "with the country full of rebels?
seemed to realize her first duty to They're liable to take the town lu half
herself, and Hooker bad to gaxe for a an hour!"
moment before be helped her up She
"No, Indeed they will not!" respondoffered her foot and vaulted lightly ed Gracia With spirit. "You do not
Into the saddle; the coach went pound- understand the spirit of us Sonorans!
ing on ahead; and as the servants Can't you see bow the firing has slackscattered before her she galloped off ened? Tbe miners have driven your
at the side of Bud.
rebels back already, and they will do
Behind them the rumble of distant more- they will follow thetn up and
hoofs rose up like the roaring of wa- kill them! Then, when the rebela are
ters, and the shrieks of fleeing women in flight and Del Rey and his rurales
echoed from the roadside, but once are away, that will be a good time for
safely In the canyon their lead was us to slip off and make our dash for
never lessened and, with
the line!"
galloping and postlHons lashing from
"Nothing doing I" announced Hooker,
both sides, the whole cavalcade swept as he dismounted at tbe corral. "You
into the plata while the town of For don't know what you're talking about!
tuna went mad.
But I will leave my horse here." he
Already the great whistle was blow- added; "1 sure don't want him to get
ing hoarsely, Its deep reverberations hurt"
making the air tremble as If with fear.
"But you promised!" protested GraAmericans were running back and cia weakly.
forth, distributing arma and rushing
"Promised nothing!" retorted Bud
their women to cover; Don Juan, his ungraciously. "I promised to take care
chin quivering with excitement was of you, didn't 1? Well, what's the use
Imploring all comerá to be calm; and of talking, then? Yon better stay right
the Aragona, coming flying up to the here, where you're sate. Come on,
door, added the laat touch to the panic. let'a go to 'he h on He'"
They with their eyes bad seen the
"No!" cried Gracia, her dark eyea
rebels; they were riding In from the turning misty with Imminent tears.
south! Other men. equally excited, "Oh, Mr. Hooker!" she burst out.
swore they were coming from the "didn't I keep tbem ail waiting while I
I thought yon
north, and a disorderly body of So- put on this rldlng-skirtnora miners, amed as If by niuglc had come to take me away! What do
with guns which had long lain bidden, I care to be aafe? I want to be free!
want to ruu away and go acroes the
banked themselves uboul the store and
office and clamored for more aud more line to dear I'hll!" she faltered. Than
cartridges.
Then a rip of gun-lirshe looked up at him sharply and her
echoed from acroaa the canyon, and voice took on an accusing tone.
"Aha!" she aald, its If making some
the minera made a rush to the attack.
The whistle, which had obscured all expected discovery, "so that Is Itl I
aound as a cloud obscures the light thought perhaps you were afraid!"
What-'stopped suddenly In Its rosr, and the
demanded Bud, put sudcrowd at the botel became calm. The denly upon the defensive.
superintendent, a wiry,
"I might have known it," soliloquised
"You are
little man. with decision In every Gracia with conviction.
movement came running from hla Jealous of dear Phil!"
fort-lik"Who? Me?" cried Hooker, smiling
bouse on the hill and ordered
all the women to take shelter there down at ber grimly. "Well, let it go
at that." he said, as sbe regarded him
and take their children with them.
So, while the rifles rattled and stray with an arcb smile. "I'd certainly be
bullets began to knock mud from the a fool to take all those chancea tor
walls, they went straggling up the bill, nothing. let him ateal hla own girl -rich and poor, patrician and peon, that's what I say!"
while the air was rent by the walls
"Now tba', Mr. Hooker," burst out
of the
Mexican women, Grada in a passion, "is very unkind
who held themselves as good as cap- and rude! Am I a woman of the town,
tured by the revoltosos, concerning to be stolen by one man or another?
whose scruples they entertained no Am
"That's what you would be." put In
, Illusions.
The women of the aristocracy bore Bud. wltb brutal directness. "If thaw
themselves with more reserve, as be- rebels got bold of you. No, ma'am, I
fitting their birth and station, and the wouldn't take you out of thla town for
Americana who gathered about them a hundred thousand dollars. You don't
with their protecting rifles pretended know what you're talking about, that's
that all would be wall; but In the ail! Walt till the fighting la over
minds of every one was that same gee! Did you hear that? Coma, on,
terror which found expression in the let's get into the house!"
peon wail and, while scattered rebels
He ducked suddenly as a bullet went
and newly armed miners exchanged spang against tbe corrugated Iron roof
volleys on both sides of the town, the above) them and, selling her by tbe
Americans sought out hand, he half dragged ber through a
every woman and rushed her up to tbe side door and Into the summer garden.
big house.
There, if worst came to
Here a sudden outcry of women's
worst, they could make a last stand, volcas assailed their ears like a rush
or save them by a ransom.
of wind and they beheld peon mothers
So. from the old woman who kept running to and fro with their screamtbe candy stand In the plaxa to the ing children claaped to their breasts or
wires of the miners and the cherished dragging at their skirts. A few helpwomenfolk of the landowners, they less men were trying to keep them
were all crowded Inside the broad balls quiet, but as tbe bullets began to thud
of tbe big bouks; and seventy odd against the adobe walla the garden beAmericana, armed with company rifles, came a bedlam.
paced nervously along tbe broad varanOrada stood and surveyed the scan
tes or punched loopholes In the adobe for a moment, ignoring the bulking
walls that Inclosed the summer garden Bud with disdainful eyes. Then she
behind.
snatched ber band Indignantly away
Along with the Mat went Hooker and ran to pick up a child. That wag
mud-puddl-
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There was a pause and men began
to dismount and move in closer. At
a word from their commander any
one of them would draw and kill him,
asj Hooker vary wall know, but hla
kav for Copper Bottom made him obdurate.
If the was Is lame," he said. "I
will give htm another horse but he
oannot have this sorrel."
He stepped quickly over to the corral and turned with his back to the
gate, while the commander spat out
orders in Spanish and armed men
oame running.
"Senor," he said, advancing brusquely upon the defiant Hooker. "I must
trouble yon sor that pistol "
"No, senor!" answered the cowboy,
keeping bis hand upon his gam, "not
to you nor no man and I'll never give
It up to a Mexican!"
"Caralt" exclaimed the officer Impatiently, "you are an Americano no!"
"Not only that," rumbled Bud, drawing himself up in bis pride, "I am a
TeJe.uo aleo, and If any man touches
that horse I'll will bin I"
His voice trembled with anger, but
his hand was steady and the Mexicans
did not deceive tbemselvea.
"Ha, an Tejanot" murmurs the
i n who stood about, and one or two
ho bad started to climb the fence
(bought better of It and dropped back
so the ground.
4 knew ta fate of several

with a quick grip the Taqul waa
that same deceptive speed he
Rhambled through the bushes, still lugging the heavy rifle and making tor
higher ground.
Bud knew he had
some purposehe airen had a sneaking Idea that It was to taha pot shot
at Captain del Rey but six months In
Mexico had made htm cársicas, and ha
half hoped the Yaqui would win.
The captain bad It coming to him
for his brutality, but with Ann- n It
was different Aragón had a wife and
daughter and, with the memory of
Orada In bis mind, Bud sent his horse
plunging down the ridge to warn them
before It waa too late.
There were some brush fences to be
Jumped, but Copper Bottom took them
flying, and as they cut into the river
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Speed Was What Waa Needed.

outdistance the Indians on foot, and
now he knew It was true. But why
this killing haate on the part of Ami-goHe had neither friends nor kin
In town; why, then, should be run so
fast to warn them of the enemy?
They racked on, up one bill and
down another, while the lueuuwctos
followed the canyon that swung to the
south, and Anally, In a last scramble,
they mounted a rocky ridge and
looked down upon old Fortuna.
Already the
peons were
out In the fields at work and smoke
was rising from the mescal still. Aragón was busy, but his labors would be
worse than wasted If the
look him prisoner. As Bud breathed
bis horse be hesitated whether to ride
back and warn him or presa on and
but even for that
lot ir- - Fortuna;
brief spell the Yaqui could not wait
"Adlos." he said, coming clone and
holding out bis black hand; "I go this
way!" And he pointed along the ridge.
"Hut why?" said Bud. still at a losa
to account for bis haste. Then, seeing
the reticence In the Indian's eyas, he
thrust out bis band In return
"Adlos. Amigo ralo!" he replied, and
?
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all, but Hooker knew what tbe thought
of him.
Ho passed through the house, hoping to discover where she had gone,
but all he heard waa her commanding
votos as ebn silenced the walling woman, and, feeling somehow very mnch
oat of place, he stopped forth Into the
open.
After all, for a man of his build, tbe
open was best Let the
boys stay with the ladles .hey under
stood their ways.
white-bande-

CHAPTER

XXII,

The superintendent's house stood on
a low bench above th town, looking
out over all the valley, but protected
by a blgh hill behind, upon the summit
of which waa placed a mammoth black
water tank.
In It architecture the casa grande
was an exact replica of a
hacienda, a
square, of adobe brick, whitewashed
to keep off the sun and presenting on
three sides nothing but dense trees
planted near for shade. Along the
front was a long arcade, th corredor,
graced by a aerie of massive arches
which let In the light and air. Inside
were low chambers and long passages;
and, behind, tbe patio and garden of
orange and flg tree.
Built for a sumptuous dwelling. It
became In a moment a fort and, with
man on the high bill by the tank. It
waa practically Impregnable to direct
y

d

assault

As Hooker stopped out on to the covIn hla
ered porch with his artdle-guhand he became almply one more of a
band of excited Americana, all armed
and ready to defend the house to the
laat. Some were pacing back and forth
in the corredor, other were hurrying
up from the Mexican quarters with a
laat belated handful of women, but tbe
major portion were out on the open
bench, either gazing north and aouth
at the acenea of tbe distant firing or
engaging in a curio-maacramble for
any apent bullet tbat struck.
The lighting, auch aa there waa, waa
moatly up the canyon, where a large
party of Sonoran minera had rushed in
purault of the rebel. Tbe firing down
the canyon In the direction of Old Fortuna had died away to nothing, an'd for
the moment It aeemed a If the futile
charge and retreat waa the beginning
and the end of tbe battle.
A party of rebela had penetrated
clear Into tbe town, but It waa apparently more by accident than Intention,
and tbey had been quick to beat a retreat. Aa for the main command of
the insurrectos, tbey were reported at
Chular, alx miles up the railroad,
where they had aurrounded and taken
a email mining camp and captured a
train at the aummlt.
The column to the south the one
Which Hooker had encountered had
taken to the high hills west of the
town, and, along tbe skyline of the
buttellke summits they could now be
Been In acattered banda making their
way to the north.
The defenders of Fortuna consisted
garrison of twenty fedof a rag-tacharging
erals and tbe
miners. But apparently that waa a
combination hard to beat for, while
the federals entrenched themselves behind the black tank on the hill and
prepared to protect the town, tbe Sonorans In shouting masses drove everything before tbem and marched on to
attack Chular.
But in thla they made a mistake, for
the rebel scouts, seeing tbe great body
of defenders pressing on up the narrow canyon, rode back and Informed
the tricky Bernardo Bravo. He would
be a poor general Indeed who could
not see the opening that was offered
and, while tbe valiant Sonorans pursued the rebel cavalry up the pass,
Bernardo Bravo sent the half of his
thousand men to cut off their retreat
n

d

from behind.
Along the broad top of the mountain above they carne acampertng by

tena and twenties, closing In wltb a
vaatly superior force upon the now
defeneelesa toan. In the deptha of the
canyon below the minera were atiU
chasing the elusive cavalry, their
becoming faint as tbey clambered
on toward tbe summit and the rebel
headquarters at Chular.
They bad. In fact, been handled like
children, and the Americans Joined In
contemptuous curse of their mistaken
bravery a they beheld In what straits
It had left them
Forbidden by the superintendent to
participate in the combat yet having
In their care the women of the camp,
they Were compelled to stand passively aside while rebels by the hundred
came charging down the ridgea. Only
In the last resort, and when all diplomacy and federal defense had fallad,
would they be allowed to o much a
cock a rifle. And yet well, twenty
determined Americans might easily
turn back this charge
Taking advantage of bis Mexican
cittzenahip, Hooker waa already on the
run tor the tranche when the superintendent atopped him with a look.
flr-In-

DEFENDS

POPULAR REMEDIES

Speaker Say Newspaper Should
ta Merits of Medicines Before Barring Advertisements.
That an organised attempt ha been
made to blacken the reputation of th
popular family remedies of this country, and to mislead the newspaper
publishers into rejecting tbe advertising of such medicines, was the
charge made by Car J. Balllett. of
Buffalo, N. Y ., at the convention of th
Advertising Affiliation at Detroit.
Mr. Bnlllett I a director of the Proprietary Association of America, which
Includes In It membership two hundred firms whlcb make the popular
prepared medicines of America.
Mr. Balllett pointed out tbat it I
the duty of the newspaper publieber
to refuse tbe advertising of any take
or fraudulent medicine, Just aa it
hi duty to refuse any fake or fraudulent advertising, but It Is not right to
shut down on all medical advertising;
because there have been some fakers,
any more than it would be right to
refuae to publish all department atore
advertising because certain stores
have made a practica of lying about
bargain sales.
Disease and death are mysteries--.
People who are perfectly well ara
skeptical. They laugh at th time-wor- n
patent medicina Joke, Just as
they laugh again and again over tbe
many variations of the operation Joke
"The operation waa a success but
hu
the patient died." Thi
mor ha perhaps hurt the medicine-busineswith well people, but when
the hitherto healthy man feela a severe pain or illness, he immediately
wants medicine, and will bless the
cure whether It bo at the hands of at
regular doctor, a homeopath, an osteopath, a Christian Scientist or patent
medicine.
There is nothing
than disease; nothing mora
honorable tban to cure It.
Mr. Ballieat refuted the Idea sought
to be spread about that patent medicine are unpopular by showing that
from 1900 to 1912 the amount of prepared medicines consumed in America
Increased from $100,000,000 to
annually. He showed that, although the American Medical Association is trying aa an organisation
patent medicines, the family doctor, individually.
Is not fighting them but prescribing;
them. He estimated that 40 of
written by doctors today
Include proprietary medicines.
The writings of Dr. Harvey W. Wiley, he said, have also aimed to destroy confidence In proprietary mefll-clnebut that Dr. Wiley' ideas are
not infallible la shown by cases where
his analyses were entirely wrong. Mr.
Balllett mentioned a caae where, wltb
all the power of the Government, he
fought a preparation as being dangerous to health, and was inglorlously
1
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walloped.

There has been spread the idea tbat
can mix a tew useless
Ingredient and, by smart advertising,
sell tons of It and win sudden wealth;
whereas, as a matter of fact, the medicine business Is notoriously difficult,
and, where there has been one success
at it, there have been a hundred failures
Any medicine which has no
merit cannot live, because persons
who are duped Into buying It once will
not buy It again, and the profit from
advertising a medicine can only come
from repeat sales to tbe same, satisfied people. Therefore; any medicine
which has been on the market for a
number of years, and 4 still advertised, muat have merit hahlnd it to account for it. auccess.
In conclusion Mr. Balllett declared
that no newspaper Is doing Justice to
Its renders In tbe matter of medical
or other advertlalng, unleaa It Investigates, not only the wording of the ad
vertleement offered for publication,
but tbe merits of the article advertised. He pointed out that the few
newspapers who have been deluded
Into the policy of barring out medical
advertising have adopted this general
policy, rather than to form an lnvea
ligation bureau of this kind which
could, in a constructive and useful effort. Investigate and decide what I
a good, product and what ia a fraud.
In not only the medicine business, but
in every other business which advertises Its ware to the public
The audience seemed to agree wltb
Mr. Balliett's Ideas on the subject and
tbe chairman decided the question at
issue In his favor.

a clever faker

It takes a capable wife to yank the
conceit out of a

Salesmen Wanted
This Include

tho Lmdlott

If you know of any parties who may be laurelled la the purchase of a plaao or player

plauo, write us and w will lake their order
or tall yuu bow to take It
We will save them money sad par you tor
jour services and you should make a nice
(TO BE OOKTTNUBD )
lliti mm for Xmaa spending mosey.
The Btelaway, Suck, Stayvesaat, Stroud,
Wheelook and the famous Weber ' Pianola'1
How to Plaster.
Pisaos, and Fischer, Heart T. Miller, Mlltoa,
To repair hole or crack in walla, Schumann,
Smith A Barnes,
Sohuter,
secure soma fresh mortar. Clean out Warner, lbs fatuous Weber ntroober,
and other pianos
by
sold
a
brush,
with
remove
all arc
us at' lowest possible prices and
the holes
terms. We promise better
loose plaster thoroughly, wet the alata on oouveuleutanyone
else. Write us MOW.
value
thas
and old plaater with a aponge. fill up
the hole or crack with fresh mortar, The Denver Music Company
pat down even. Ia a taw houra go
r.mrm
over again with knife or trowel. Close 1538 tafathaawOvaiiSO
Stout St., DcRvtr, Colorado
bole In woodwork wltb a pasta mad
of glue and fine eawduat.

Early Teach taw of Economy.
Tbe law ,f economy entera Into all
the practical affair of life, not only
at large, but also
of the comnr-liof tba family and of tbe Individual
It should be diligently taught to our
children as on of th foundation
principia of a good oharaota
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CIMARRON

AN EPITOME OF

COLORADO

LATE LIVE NEWS
CONDENSED
RECORD OP THI
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.
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Liquor Men's 9,849 Lead In Denver
Melts As Full County Returns
Come In From Ovsr the Stats.

and the eleven
extend Itaelf to the limit to
defeat Brown, 14 to 8.
Tearing Pennsylvania's defense to Western Newspaper Union Hum Service.
shreda in the aecond and third periods,
Denver, Nov. 10. Late returns from
FROM
the Unlveralty of Michigan football tha state Indicate that Colorado Is
eleven won a 84 to 3 victory at Ann steadily swinging further into the
Arbor, Mich.
"dry" column, In spite of the majority
AYINOS, O O I N Q S, ACHIEVE.
Millard K. Shaler, the American of 9,849 votes given the "weta" in
who visited Brussels on behalf of tha Denver county.
MINTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
American oommisslon for the relief of
Bstlmates based updn partial reAND FEARS OF MANKIND.
Belgium,
returned to London.
Ha turns from forty-nincounties In the
stated that conditions In Belgium sra state, including Denver, show the vote
even worse than have been described. to oe: "Dry," 111,649, and "wet," 108,- Western Wcwapsper rmon New
Great Britain formally annexed th 381. A majority of 8,367 for the
WESTERN.
Island of Cyprus in the Mediterranean, "drys." The counties yet to be heard
which nominally formed a part of the from will probably go "dry."
A werea of exceptionally warm, clear Turkish empire.
Tha Denver county total vote on
weather vm followed at San FranToo many atara and too high sal the prohibition amendment waa: For,
cisco Sooday night by an almost
arles hurt baseball, declarea Charles 18,676: againat. 88.424: making an
earthquake.
Somera, vice preaident of the Amerimajority of 9,84!) In
Kvery county In Oregon gave a ma- can league and owner of the Cleve- Denver county.
Club.
land
jority in favor of atate-wldprohibiProhibition In SUta.
tion, according to retama available at
(41 out of 43 counties.)
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Wheat reached the highest price in
Astronomers at the naval observad
more than ten years on the exchange tory In Waahington trained their big
at Portland, Ore., Thursday, and indi- teleacopea on the Heavena to obaerve
cation.'- were that It would go stjll Mercury, the smallest planet of
the
higher. Top pricea were paid for
sun's satellites, the appearance of
buahela, the hlgheat price being which had been awaited with keen in11.22 for 50,000 buahela of blueatem terest. The little planet entered upon
for January delivery.
the sun's disk at 5 a. m., and disapFire that' burned fiercely for sev- peared four houra later, not to appear
again until May. 1924. Ita laat dayeral hours, (wept the Kansas City light
appearance waa in November,
stockyards and destroyed thirty acres
of the cat- 1907.
of pens, covering
John Knebel. accuaed of participattle section of the yards. The loaa, at
first estimated at $760.000, waa a lit- ing In the management of a policy
tle more than $126,000. according to game, waa acquitted in Municipal
yard officiala.
Court at Pueblo. Magistrate Cross-matold Knebel he considered- - him
C. L. Travis, agent for a New York
ins ura nr.- company, was arreated on guilty, but that the evidence preaented
a forgery charge in Oakland, Cal., on by the police did not prove it.
complaint, of the Denver branch of a
More than 7,000 garments will be
detective Agency. Travis la accused distributed by the Denver branch of
of forging a $60 check on a bank in the Needlework Guild of America.
The
Hla home la In articles were donated by
Colorado Springe.
the memCamden. Tenn.
bers of the guild and will be divided
among thirty-sicharity institutions
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Drys Carry Washington by 12,000.
The maila were denied to copies of In California, accompanied by Mrs.
Wash. With ouly 200 small
Seattle,
"The Nude," the painting which won Chaffee and other members of tha prectnets unreported, the vote on the
the Potter Palmer prize of $10,000 Mt family, arrived In Washington, where prohibition amendment stands: For,
the annual exhibition of American funeral aervices, with full military 168,497; againat. 167,029; prohibition
paintings at the Art institute in Chi- honors, were held with Interment In majority, 12,468.
The majority of SenArlington national cemetery.
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The board of governors of the ConSecretary McAdoo announced that be slightly over 36,000. The Republisolidated Stock exchange of New $80,000,000 of the $100,000.000. which can
majority In the new Legislature
York, at a meeting, decided to trade northern bank, are to subscribe to
the will be even larger than In the present
in American wheat.
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fund, already has been body. Few Progressive members were
Two boy bandlte who held up a raised and the remainder ta
assured.
Henry
dlaarmod
Detective
and
saloon
British
and
subjects
French
In TuratWis.,
Wausau,
when
he
Swteter at
key may
tempted to capture them surrendered cording elect to remain or depart, ac- Cummins' Plurality In lows Is 42,348.
to a statement made by tha
Dea Moines. Complete unofficial reto a posse in the woods near island Turkish minister
of the Interior to turns from every county In the state
after both had been wounded,' one American
Ambassador Morgenthau, placed tha plurality of 8enator Albert
fatally. Neither of the two youtha who
is facilitating departure of subB. Cummlna (Rep.) over Maurice Conwould give hla name.
jects of the allied powers in Turkey.
nolly (item at 42.348. Cumiaina reThe will of Mm. Kmllte Huber, wiA. H. Nlchol, superintendent or tha
ceived 206,481 and Connolly 1(3,133.
dow of Otto Huber. the St. Ixmla
brewer, disposing of $6,000,000 estate land department of the Canadian Pa- Complete returns give Clarke (Rep.)
to her eona. Joseph and Max, was ex- cific railroad at Vancouver, B. C, waa for governor a plurality of 26,761 ovar
Clarke's
ecuted by the teatatrlx without undue found dead at Port Mellen, on Howa John T.. Hamilton (Dem.).
Influence on their part, according to aound, north of Vancouver, with a gun vote was 203.620 and Hamilton's
177,800.
the verdict of a Jury in the Surro- shot wound through the heart.
gated Court in Brooklyn, N. Y.
MsJ. Leslie D'Henin Hamilton of
Auatria Forbids Mourning.
The entire state of Masaachuaetta the Coldstream Guards and the hair
waa quarantined because of the prespresumptive to Lord Hamilton of Dal- Mourning for those In noVienna.
ence of the dreaded foot and mouth .ell, It was announced in London, waa tion in the war haa been forbidden by
disease.
killed in action on Oct. 26.
a apeclal Imperial decree,
The effect of the war in Europa la
The eifect of tha war on British
felt even in the wilds of Peru, accord trade is shown in the figures published
Hernandez Elected Congressman.
by the Board of Trade for the mouth
ing to a report received at the
Albuquerque, Nov. 7. The election
of B. C. Hernandez. Republican, over
of Pennaylvanla from Dr. Wil- of October. Imports deereaaad
and exporta decreased
Congressman H. B. FergUBaon, Demoliam C. Karrabee. leader of the univercrat, la conceded. While returns from
sity's Amazon expedition. Dr. Fura
The worst outbreak of foot and precincts that cannot be reached by
baa arrived In Para on Oct. 16 after mouth disease ever
known in the telephone or telegraph wires will be
David Lamar, indicted in 1913 on a United States is the Department of missing for several days, both partios
charge of impersonating government Agriculture's estimate of tha livestock concede they will not change tha results. Partial returns give Hernán-deofficers with Intent to defraud, epidemic which has forced federal
Re6,618 and Fergusson 4,886.
guilty
In New York to quarantine over six states and threat
pleaded not
publicans claim the election of Hereach of three indictments, and was ana a temporary reduction of the
nandez by 4.000. Tha Republicans oon- food suopry.
ball
fcald in is
l I tk
UvUI,li.
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Put That Pain to Use

IS DRY

Smothering the Aggies by a brilliant
attack, Colors
at Fort Ool- lina, defeated
LATE RETURNS INDICATE ABOUT
innera, 14 to It.
The New
Agricultural Col-- I
8,000 MAJORITY.
lego eleveh di
the Now Mexico
Military
institute. 82 to 6. at Las
Crucea.
Yale
Hav

NEWS

The network of nerves In your body,
(Ike the network of wires In a burglar
alarm system, gives quick warning
when anything Is going wrong inside.
Looking at it in this way a pain is
a useful alarm. Now. kidney weakness Is a dangerous thing a condition
not to be neglected and It Is wise
to know and pay attention to the early
slarm sígnala of sick kidneys.
Backache is a common warning of
congestion or Inflammation in the kidneys. It may be dull, nagging pain, or
a sharp twinge when stooping or lifting. There are likely to he dlaorders
of urination, dizziness, headachea, and
drowsy, despondent, tired feelings.
It Is very hard to strengthen weak
kldneya at first, but neglect Invites

As to Doan's Kidney-- Pills, read the
following enthusiastic, endorsement by
one who has tested them.

Storp

Wit

LAID UP TWO YEARS
Colorado Man in Bad
KiAo.yllU

7 Third Ava,
Louts Johnson, engineer,
"'""in Calo., says: "Whin kidney trouble
came on mo my health besan to fall and 8
went down fait. I came very near having
conization of the kldneya and I raa laid ott
from work for two years.
The doc tor's
medicine waa so strong that It made Baa
worse Instead of better.
Tha pals In my
kldneya and bladder was Intensa and the
secretions from my kldneya were la awral
ehape. My back was so painful and lame
that I couldn't etoop and i couldn't lift tha
My strength seemed te
lightest weight.
rive out all of a aodden and I waa almost
helpless.
At night tha kidney secretions
paeeed far too oftea and some nights I haa
to get up so much that 1 wasn't able to get
any sleep
I waa In terrible shapt end
didn't know what te do until 1 heard about
iman'a Kidney Pilla. I procured s supply
snd they brought ma so much benefit from
the first that I kept on taking them. My
back got stronger than It had been for years,
the psln left me. tha kidney secretions were
cleared up and tha psaaagea regulate.
Doan's Kidney Pills alone brought about this
wonderful improvement and they will always
1 still take
have my strongest endorsement.
Doan's Kidney Pilla off and on snd they keep
my kidneys In good working order."

rheumatic or neuralgic attacks, gravel,

dropsy, and fatal Brlght's disease.
As a special medicine for weak kidneys Doan's Kidney Pills have been
used for years all over the civilized
world, and surely are considered reliable. The patient can always help the
medicine Immensely, however, by dieting lightly, using little or no liquor,
tea or coffee, keeping regular hours
and drinking lots of pure water.

9&
7 can hardly

with

straighten up.

e

dls-eaa-

e,

ves-ael-

46,-00- 0

one-thir-

le

i

$100,-860,0-

"When Your Back

Lame Remember the Name"

Is

DOAN'S KIDNEY PILLS
SoW by all Dealers. " Price 50 eentv.

OBJECTION

PLACED

ON

AGE

But Young Lady'a Idea Waa Altogether
Different From What Corporal
Had Feared.

"What pensions, what millions and

billions in pensions, this horrible war
is going to entail," said Major Fitzgerald of Boston. He added:
"And some of these pensions will go
on longer than they should, because
some of the pensioners In their old
age will marry young girls for an old
pensioner makes a good parti, since
his pension, you know, falls on his
death to his widow.
"I heard tha other day about an old
Civil war pensioner who proposed to
the hired girl next door, a very pretty
girl of twenty or so. But she refused
him.

Co.

Foiter-Mllbur- n

Buffalo,

Accuracy First.
Far down In the basement Is a ma
chine of particular interest to astronomers and scientists. It Is the celebrated dividing engine, which makes
it possible, to the delight of mathematicians, to divide a circle accurately,
even to within one second of arc
surpassing the records' of all previous
dividing engines. This degree of ac
curacy was accomplished after years
of experiments in a room heated to
80 degrees, or as near as practicable to
the heat of the body of the operator,
for even a breath might Interfere with
the tiny scratches on the silver bands
of the revolving disk. An Afternoon
with Ambrose Swasey, by Joe Mltchall
Chappie, In National Magazine.
Too Good.
Reggy

Sweet Arllne.

will you be

ft

Y, Proprietors

A GOOD COMPLEXION
IMMNTEED.

USE ZOMA POMADE

the beauty powder compressed with healing
agents, you will never be annoyed by pim11
ples, blackheads or facial blemishes.
not satisfied after thirty days' trial your
dealer will exchange for 50c in other goods.
Zona has satisfied for twenty years try it
at our risk At dealers or mailed, 500.
ZONA COMPANY. WICHITA. KANSAS
LOSSES
SURELY PREVENTED
by Carter's Blaeklef Pille,
tea
Hired, (reoti. reliable; preferred la
alAasaaaa K
reev ere.
set aSere ether
sseines fall.
Write for booklet and testimonials.
skie. Bison,, nils 11.00
e
skss. Blaeklet Pills 4.H Tlmm
in, tnlsetir h,t iift.p.
The superiority of Cutter products Is due to ovar Ü
veers of specie If ting In veeetneo asd servas aaty.
Insist ea Cutter's. If unobtainable, order dvrecL
Bsrkslsy, Callfsrsls.
THI CUTTER LABORATORY,

BUCK

LEG

Don't Persecute
Your Bowels

""Perhaps,' he stammered then, mine?
Sweet Arllne Before I answer your
stroking in his embarrassment his
long and snow-whit- e
beard, 'perhaps I question let me ask you one. Do you
swear when you lose your collar stud? Cut out cathartics and purgative..
am too old.'
Reggy Never!
'"No,' said the pretty hired girl
oruiai, nanm, vnnocemwry,
i tya
calmly;
'no, corporal, you're too
Sweet Arline Then it cannot be. I CARTER'S LITTLE
young.' "
cannot marry a man who' has no spirit. LIVER PILLS
Preparing for Eventualities.
Shortly after the declaration of war
in Germany, the cashier of the largest
bank in Berlin received from a stranger 'the following letter, postmarked
Dresden:
"Dear Sir: A few weeks ago, while
in Berlin on my vacation, I found myself temporarily In need of money and
pawned my diamond ring. I enclose
the pawn ticket to you, asking that
you redeem the ring, sell It for what
you can and turn the proceeds over to
the Red Cross fund. It may be that I
shall have no further use for Jewels."
A Reformer.

'Twobble is noted for his passionate striving after perfection."
"I moat say that's a commendable
trait."
"In some cases, yes, but Twobble
spends all his time trying to achieve
It in other people."
Human Nature.
"Now, Ethel, Howard says he's sorry
be broke your doll, so I want you to

forgive him."
"I'd feel more like forglvln' him,
mother, If I could swat aim one first."
Life.

There are few really great men on
earth, but there are a lot of others
who are willing to admit their greatness.
A REBELLION
Food Demanded.

The human body will stand a lot of
abuse, but sometime it will surely rebel and demand proper food in place
of the pasty, starchy, greasy stuffs on
which It haa been made alck.
Then la the time to try Crape-Nutthe moat scientific and perfect food in
the world.
A lady of Washington says:
"Three
years ago I was very 111 with catarrh
of the stomach and was given up to
die by one doctor. I laid in bed four
months and my stomach was so weak
that I could not keep down medicine
or hardly any kind of food and waa so
weak and emaciated after four months
of thin atar.atsm that my daughter
could easily lift ma from bed and put
me in my chair.
"But weak as my stomach was. It
accepted, relished and digested Qrape-uis without any difficulty the first
Mme that wonderful food was tried.
"I am now strong and in better
health than for a great many years
and am gradually growing still
stronger. I rely on O rape Nuts for
much of tha nourishment that I get.
The results have certainly been won
derful In my caae and prove that no
stomach la so weak it will not digest
Grape-Nuts-

.

"My baby got fat from feeding dn
Q rape-NutI waa afraid I would
have to atop giving the food to him,
bat I guess It Is a healthy fat. for hla
health Is Just perfeot." Name given
by Postum Co.. Battle Creek, Mich.
Iiok In pkga. for tha famous little
book.
"The Road to Wellvllle.
s.

"There's a Reason."
Blvar rend ha above letter? a new
one appaare fresa tlaue lo Usa. Thar
are amaine, true, ama rail er naiaaa
lateras t.

Purely vegetable. í
Kentiv on the liv

They turn

M Icartfr

Generally.
eliminate bile, and sfHBsaFssllTTi F
tie delicate,
"Where was that big sea fight of sootnet
membrane of the.
bowel. C s r a sjBSBK
which you were speaking?"
PILLS.
Censtipelion,
"On the front page. I think, my Biliousness,

y

dear."
Make the laundress hsDOV that's Red
Cross Bag Blue. Makes beautiful, clear
white clothes. All good grocers. Adv.

The girl who steals a man's heart
is liable to get a life sentence at hard
labor.

aa-- j

Sick Usad- cbe and Indigestion, ss millions know.
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

Genuine

VV.

must bear

N. U., DENVER,

Signature

NO.

14.

Weak Heart

--

people suffer from weak hearts. They
may experience shortness of breath on exertion,
Many- -

pain over the heart, or dizzy feelings, oppressed breathing
after meals or their eyes become blurred, tho heart is not
sufficiently stroncr to Dump blood to the extremities, and
they have cold bands and feet, or poor appetite because of weakened
blood supply to the stomach. A heart tonic snd alterativa should be taken which baa
no bad
Such is
after-effec- t.

Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery
which contains no dangerous narcotics or aloobol

It helps

tha human system In tha constant manufacture of rich, red blood. It
helps tha stomach to assimilate or take up the proper elements from the food, tuereby
helping- - digestion and curing; dyspepsia, heart-buand many uncomfortable symptoms, stops excessive tissue waste in convalescence from fevers; for the roa
down, aaamle,
people, tha "Discovery" is refreshing and vitalising.
In liauiJ or tablet form at morí afras-- stores ar otad SO nns is. r
stamps for trial box to Dr. Pío too' o aee.eV Hot ml, Baffatn. N. Y.
VII ess Cknsulatery Ora ens la the "Medical Advise"
URsad Chapter
Sooka IPOS page .al párasela! p 31
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Rheumatism
Muscle Colds
"It

is easy to use and quick to respond.

apply.

It penetrates without rubbing."

No work.

Just

Read What Others Say I
in a esas

"Have used your Liolmeat vary successfully

Jt f
'

dS

:M

XWk

of rheumatism, snd
always have a bottle on band In
cass of a cold or sore throat. I
wish to say I think I one of
tas best of household remedies. I
would not have used It only It waa
resonunended to nee by a friend of
mine who. t wish to ear, is ana of

the beet boosters for your Llsinssal
I ever sew " J W. failer, 'ftsaeer.

CMh

"Just a

Liniment.

Una la praise of Sloan's
I have bean ill nearly

with rheumatism,
have bean treated by doctors who
did their beat. I asd not slept fat
the terrible pain for several ulghu,
when my wife got me a small bottle
of the liniment and three sppttsa- cations gave ass relief ss last 1 asnas
f mil teen

weeks

til

sleep. 'Wears Toeasbya,
sere Street, U cKrpoH , "a.

Com-

SLOAN'S
LINIMENT

-

Good for Neuralgia, Sciatica, Sprains and Bruises.
AH Dealagg 25c
Sand loar cents in stamps for a fraa TRIAL BOTTLE.
DR. EARL S. SLOAN, Inc. Dept. B PhaUdelphia, Pa.
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LAIL
Patronise home industry and
Joe Swearingen apent a few Jays
in Raton (be fir t of the week at- buy your bakery goods at Weber's
tending to business matters.
Restaurant and Bakery.

SUPPLY

Mrs. W. B. Sweeney andsiste
Dr. A. 'R. Streicber of Raton attended to some business matters departed Tuesday for Las Vegas
on bis farm south of town Sunday. from Bonito, where their husbands
will be employed in a sawmill.

First class beds at the Antlers

Weber's Bakery

hotelf-furna-

heat, 50c, 75c and

ce

1 1. 00.

T. C. ill of Dawson in company with several guests, were social
visitors in the Key City, Tuesday.

Bakers' Goods and
Confectioners

Mrs. H. B.

Masten

COMPANY

entertained

a number of guests at an informal
luncheon Saturday afternoon at her
home. The guests were most de-

lightfully entertained.

WE SELL.

Meals at all hours are served at
Weber's Restaurant and Bakery.

District Attorney Remley went
fo the county seat Wednesday to
H. M. Porter of Denver, was a
attend to professional business for
business visitor in this vicinity seva few dayt.
eral days the past weel looking
after his ranch and live stock
Dr. and Mrs. C. R. Bass and
son Hugh returned Sunday from
a five weeks visit at Campbelii- Edward Bass has accepted the
ville, Kentucky.
position as manager of the Red
Cross Pharmacy, succeeding B. H.
Swastika coal, the most heat for Rlioades who went to Raton, Wedvour money, sold by J. W.
nesday to act as manager of the
Red Crctes Pharmacy at that place.
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. tíarr departThe News is working for you and
ed Wednesday fot La Junta, Colo, the community every week. What
where thev will visit with relatives are YOU, not the other fellow, doa week or ten davs.
ing for it

A. W. VASEY

1

Fire, Accident, Liability, Tornado, Automobile and Life Insurance.

Dr. Bright, district superintendAndrew Lewis nd childof the M. E. church will preach
ent
ren arrived Saturday from HuntTolby Memorial church Sun
at
the
ington, W. Va., to join husband
day at 7:30 p. m. , and conduct the
and father at the parsonage.
Mrs.

Sixteen Strongest and Beát Companies Represented.
Let Tut

News Estimate On

Your

Next Job

First Quarterly Conference. Members and friends are invited to atThe Leigh Vaudeville company tend these services.
played at the opera house Tuesday
night to a fair sized audience, but
The Ladies Aid of the M. E.
not large enough to bring the nechurch
gave a progressive supper
cessary amount to pay their inevening for the benefit
Wednesday
curred indebtedness.
of the church.
The supper started
at the Geo. Masten home.
It is
reported that- - it proved to be a
great success both for the church
and the guests.

guests participated

Twenty-fou- r

in a turkey

supif r Wednesday

ev-

ening at the Fred Whitney home.
. .
.
TP
l outcome
ue supper was inu
ot tne
turkey shoot held last Sunday by
tie male members of the guests.
The guests thoroughly enjoyed
themselves.

Notice to Publishers
A man by

The Waste of War
Tha war that now aogulis Europe is only a preface to the atary of sorrow and
olation that will follow.

des-

The lives that are loat, the cities that are destroyed ac.d the resources that are
waatcd will have their greatest effect upon future generations

Until the last chapter is reached there will be a story ol stagnant industries,
late bornes, barren fields and fatherless children.
being waged

we

deso-

Americans are fighting the

An army of 150,000 men and women enlisted in the ranks of the Uell System serves
the telephone wants of the American public.

Over 6000 of these peoplr vork right here in the seven
of the year.

Harness and Saddles
Lumber and Other Building Material

Hardware

Give us a chance to quote you

i

on your wants

in these lines

Aladdin Mantle
Lamp
SiandaAd

Jnandeien'i

Oil JLamp, of

iht Vmrld

iI Whitest Light,

Brightest Light, No NoisB
Í No Odor, The Best Oil Light In Existence,
Burns Common Kerosene, Five Times as
Good-a-Ligas Electric, Uses Less Oil
Than Old Style Lamp, Guaranteed
ht

J. W. JERLS, Distributor

Job Printing at the News
at the right prices

the name of Soward

and who represents himself as a
subscription solicitor is to be looked out for by the publishers of the
southwest as he is a smooth article
and misrepresents himself.
He is fairly well dressed, medium weight and addicted to the habit of using profane language when
excited. Has a mustache and dark
hair.
He works on the advertising pro
position extensively. A word to
the wise is sufficient.

Amendments To

For Your Thanksgiving Dinner

Turkey

with Oyster Dressing

Hens or Spring Chicken
Rib Roast, Pork Roast, Leg of Mutton
Sweet Potatoes Cranberries
Hot Mince Pies made from our own Mince Meat

Fancy Creamery Butter Fresh Ranch Eggs

Constitution Carry
By Big Majority

mountain states every day

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.
"The Corporation Different"

DUggfM

.

L.

is

Wagons

1.

Remember your friends and send
them post card views of (he Cimarron Canon. Sold at the leading
stores at 2 for 5 cents.

While this great conflict of waste
Battles of Peace.

AH Kinds oí Farming Implements

The three amendments to the
state constitution carried at the
election on November , The can- -'
vasaing board in its count found
mat an overwneiinmg maiontv
vote was cast in favor ot these
amendmedts. Hereafter a com- -'
plete state and county ticket will
be elected every two years.

The most complete slock of fresh vegetables
and fancy fruits in the city. Order your
turkey a few days ahead so as riot to be
disappointed

Cimarron Meat Market

